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Abstract
Harvesting energy from water, in the form of raindrops, river, and ocean waves,
is of considerable importance and has potential applications in self-powered
electronic devices and large-scale energy needs. Recently, the droplet-based electricity generator has shown an increase by several orders of magnitude in electrical output, overcoming the drawback of traditional droplet-based device limited
by interfacial effects. Despite this exciting result, the output performance of this
novel droplet-based electricity generator is limited by relatively low frequency of
impinging droplets owing to the formation of a continuous liquid film at high
impact frequency, which might hinder its practical applications. To overcome
this challenge, here, we report the design of a superhydrophobic surface based
droplet electricity generator, referred to as SHS-DEG, which can timely shed
water droplets from the surface without the formation of liquid film at high
impact frequency, and thereby generating enhanced average electrical output.
Moreover, our SHS-DEG exhibits many distinctive advantages over conventional
design including robustness, long-term durability, and power generation stability even in harsh environments. We envision that the ability to harvest electrical
energy from water droplets at high impact frequency has promising applications
in various energy-harvesting systems.
KEYWORDS

droplet-based electricity generator, energy harvesting, high-frequency impinging water
droplets, superhydrophobic surface

1 | INTRODUCTION

Lili Wang and Yuxin Song contributed equally to this work.

Water is not only the origin of life, but also contains lots
of energy. Harvesting the kinetic energy from flowing
water at high speed has traditionally changed the energy
landscape. In spite of this, the energy stored in raindrops,
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river, and ocean waves remains largely unexplored owing
to their low-frequency motion that is not compatible with
the state of art electromagnetic techniques. Over the past
decade, various techniques ranging from triboelectric
nanogenerator (TENG),1-11 hydrovoltaic technology,12-16
piezoelectric nanogenerator (PENG),17,18 to reverse
electrodialysis,19 have been developed to harvest these
untapped energies with the aim for practical applications
in various self-powered and wireless electronics technologies.20-23 In these methods, the generation and transfer of
charges are mainly dictated by the interfacial properties
of dielectric materials including structural, physical and
chemical aspects as well as their interaction with liquid
such as flowing, reciprocating, diffusing, sliding, and
bouncing. Imposed by such an interfacial effect, the
energy harvesting performances such as the power density and energy conversion efficiency are relatively low.
In an effort to circumvent the inherent bottleneck
imposed by the interfacial effect, a novel droplet-based
electricity generator,24-26 featuring with a transistorinspired architecture, is developed. In such a design,
gated by the impinging droplet, electrodes, and dielectric
material are connected to form a closed-loop for charge
transfer from the dielectric material with pre-stored high
density charges rather than from the contact electrification of an impinging droplet. In striking contrast to conventional design limited by interfacial effect, such a
process exhibits a signature of bulk effect, leading to an
increase in electrical outputs by several orders of magnitude. In spite of the boosted output performance, the
transient output of this droplet-based electricity generator
is in the format of pulse, and typically has a duration
time of several milliseconds, which is susceptible to low
average electrical output.27-36 Although the average electrical output can be improved by increasing the frequency of liquid droplet impinging through reducing the
empty interval between two neighboring pulses, an undesirable situation arises when the droplet falling on the
surface could not be shed away immediately. As a result,
the accumulation of sticky water film leads to the degradation in output performance. Thus, one promising way
is to design superhydrophobic surface based droplet electricity generator, with rough structures to exhibit fast
droplet shedding without the coverage of the residual liquid on the surface even under the high-frequency water
droplet impinging. Different from conventional design,
superhydrophobic surface37-40 enables energy harvesting
of the impinging droplets at significantly higher frequency, thereby overcoming the drawback of lowworking frequency in our recent droplet-based generator.
On the other hand, without proper design, the fragile
nature of superhydrophobic surface with rough structures
makes it difficult to resist liquid impalement.41,42 In this
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scenario, such rough structures are easily damaged when
exposed to continuous droplets impinging at high frequency as well as large velocity for improved energy conversion efficiency.
Herein, we report the design of a superhydrophobic
surface based droplet electricity generator, referred to as
SHS-DEG, which allows for timely water droplet shedding at high impact frequency without the formation of
unwanted liquid film and is capable of efficient energy
harvesting without compromising output performance
stability. Our SHS-DEG has many promising advantages
including simple fabrication, robustness, long-term durability, and power generation stability even in harsh environments such as increasing droplet impinging times and
very high relative humidity.

2 | RESULTS A ND DISCUSSION
2.1 | Design and characterization of
SHS-DEG
Figure 1A,B shows the schematic drawing and optical image
of the proposed SHS-DEG, respectively. The SHS-DEG consists of a structurally hierarchical and superhydrophobic fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) film as well as copper and
aluminum electrodes which were fabricated underneath and
above the FEP film, respectively. We choose FEP as the
dielectric material owing to its inherent advantages. First, it
is an excellent electret material with permanent surface charges.43 Second, it is intrinsically hydrophobic and flat
(Figure S1), and can be easily transformed into a superhydrophobic state by creating hierarchical topography using
reactive ion etching (RIE) process44 (see Section 4). As shown
in scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Figure 1C,
the engineered FEP surface is covered by tapered posts
arrays with gradually increasing diameter from 80 nm to
800 nm with depth in the vertical direction and an average
height of 2.2 μm. The static water contact angle of this hierarchical FEP film is 168.5 (see inset in Figure 1C and
Figure S2). As a comparison, we also designed and fabricated
control droplet electricity generator (DEG) based on flat polytetrafluoroethylene film with a static contact angle of 109
(Figure 1D).
To demonstrate whether the as-fabricated SHS-DEG
is capable of exhibiting superior electricity generation at
high impact frequency, we investigated the droplet
dynamic wetting behaviors with aim to examine whether
droplets can be immediately shed away without the formation of unwanted liquid film (Figure 1E,F). Here, we
generate high-frequency droplets based on PlateauRayleigh instability,45 a phenomenon characterized by
the breaking up of water column into discrete droplets
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(Figure S3). At relatively low impact frequencies, droplet
impinging on SHS-DEG can bounce off with a typical
contact time of 17.5 milliseconds
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ(Figure S4). Such a contact time is scaled as 2:55 ρr 30 =γ , with ρ, r0 and γ being
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liquid density, droplet radius and liquid surface tension,
respectively.46 Likewise, droplet impinging on DEG can
also bounce off within 23.7 milliseconds. However, a pronounced difference was observed when the impact

F I G U R E 1 Design and characterization of SHS-DEG. (A, B), Design and fabrication of the SHS-DEG as illustrated in (A) and the
photograph (B). (C, D), Structural and static wetting characterization of the SHS-DEG (C) and DEG (D). (E, F), Dynamic wetting behavior of
water droplets on SHS-DEG (E) and DEG (F) at 15 Hz (upper row) and 165 Hz (lower row), respectively

F I G U R E 2 Comparison of
output performance. (A),
Comparison of output voltage from
SHS-DEG (in red) and DEG (in
black). (B), Comparison of output
current from SHS-DEG (in red)
and DEG (in black). (C), The
output URMS of SHS-DEG and DEG
as a function of droplet impact
frequency. Blue area denotes high
droplet impact frequency. (D), The
output IRMS of SHS-DEG and DEG
as a function of droplet impact
frequency. Blue area denotes high
droplet impact frequency. The
error bars correspond to the
standard deviation of the
measurements
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frequency was above 140 Hz (Video S1). In this condition,
droplets impinging on SHS-DEG preserve the original
complete bouncing, without the occurrence of droplet
coalescence between neighboring droplets. By contrast,
we found that the DEG is covered by a continuous liquid
film, owing to the continuous coalescence of the
remaining droplets on the surface with incoming ones as
a result of the relatively weak anti-wetting property.

2.2 | Output performance of SHS-DEG
To demonstrate whether the improved dynamic antiwetting property at high impact frequencies can lead to
superior electrical performances, we compared the output voltage and current of SHS-DEG and DEG, respectively. Figure 2A,B shows the voltage and current within
the same testing period on SHS-DEG (red line) and DEG
(black line), respectively, at an impact frequency of
165 Hz. Notably, the amount of peaks in voltage and current from SHS-DEG is much larger and denser than that
from DEG. To further quantify the enhancement in electrical outputs of SHS-DEG, we also calculated the average
voltage (URMS) and average current (IRMS), namely the
root mean square values of voltage and current in one
measurement period,47 respectively. Specifically, URMS
and IRMS are expressed as
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ð
U ðt Þ2 dt
U RMS ¼
T
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ð
I ðtÞ2 dt
I RMS ¼
T

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

where U(t), I(t), and T denotes the measured voltage over
time, the measured current over time, and the total time
of the measurement, respectively. Within one measurement period of 10s, the URMS and IRMS of SHS-DEG in
Figure 2A,B are 14.63 V and 3.98 μA, respectively, which
are three- and two-fold larger than that of DEG, respectively. Similar trend is also demonstrated in the whole
high impact frequency regime. Figure 2C,D plots the
impact frequency-dependent variation of URMS and IRMS
for both SHS-DEG (red points) and DEG (black points).
In the regime of high impact frequency (blue area), URMS
and IRMS of SHS-DEG are larger than those of DEG. In
particular, with the increase in impact frequency, there is
a pronounced divergence in URMS between SHS-DEG
and DEG.
Notably, such an enhancement in voltage and current
of SHS-DEG at high impact frequency is achieved

without sacrificing the electrical output at low impact frequency. At low impact frequencies, the average electrical
output of SHS-DEG is comparable to that of DEG, as
characterized by close URMS and IRMS (white area). For
instance, at 15 Hz (Figure S5), the peak values of opencircuit output voltage and short-circuit current generated
from SHS-DEG are about 200 V and 400 μA, respectively,
which are still far larger than that on superhydrophobic
surface based TENG without the use of transistorinspired architecture. Such enhancements in SHS-DEG
can be illustrated using a simple circuit model
(Figure S6). Briefly, the impinging droplet can be treated
as a gate with a resistor, Rw, and the superhydrophobic
FEP serves as source with an inherent capacitor, Cs.
Before the water droplet contacts the aluminum electrode, which behaves as drain, there are only two, disconnected capacitors, with C1 being the capacitor formed at
water-superhydrophobic FEP interface and Cs. The water
droplet spreading and contacting the aluminum electrode
leads to the formation of another capacitor, C2, at the
water-aluminum interface, which then bridges the originally disconnected Cs, C1 into a close circuit (switched-on
mode). Given that the thickness of superhydrophobic
FEP film is several orders of magnitude larger than that
of the electric double layer at the water-solid interfaces,
the charges on copper electrode can fully transfer to the
water-superhydrophobic FEP interface, leading to a sharp
increase in the output voltage and current of SHS-DEG.
In this process, droplet, electrodes and superhydrophobic
FEP are connected together, exhibiting a preferred bulk
effect, which creates a contrast to the conventional TENG
that is imposed by the interfacial effect.5,48,49
We also studied the effects of important parameters
such as the thickness of dielectric layer, the tilt angle of
the device that is placed, and the impinging droplet volume on the output performance of SHS-DEG at high
impact frequencies. Figure 3A shows average voltage
(URMS) of SHS-DEG with the dielectric layer thickness of
13 μm, 25 μm, and 50 μm, respectively, suggesting that
the output performance of SHS-DEG is independent on
the dielectric layer thickness varying from 13 μm to
50 μm at high impact frequencies. Figure 3B plots the
variation of the electrical outputs in peak voltage (Upeak)
and average voltage (URMS) under varying tilt angles
ranging from 20 to 85 but a constant impinging frequency of 165 Hz. The maximum electrical outputs in
Upeak and URMS are achieved at around 45 . We also
found that the output performance of SHS-DEG is
influenced by the volume of impinging droplet.
Figure 3C,D shows that both output voltage and current
are proportional to the droplet volume. More interestingly, we observed that the high impact frequency regime
could be further extended to 550 Hz with a droplet
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F I G U R E 3 Electrical output of
SHS-DEG under different
parameters. (A), The output URMS
of SHS-DEG with different
dielectric layer thicknesses as a
function of droplet impact
frequency. (B), The output in Upeak
and URMS of SHS-DEG as a
function of tilt angle. (C), The
relationship between the output
voltage (Upeak, URMS) of SHS-DEG
and the droplet volume. (D), The
relationship between the output
current (Ipeak, IRMS) of SHS-DEG
and the droplet volume.
(E), Variation in output URMS in
extended high droplet impact
frequency window. (F), Variation
in output IRMS in extended high
droplet impact frequency window.
The error bars correspond to the
standard deviation of the
measurements

F I G U R E 4 Enhanced
robustness of SHS-DEG under
high impact frequency (165 Hz)
and high relative humidity.
(A), Variation in static contact
angle as a function of the
number of individual impinging
droplets. (B), Variation in output
voltage as a function of the
number of individual impinging
droplets. (C), Variation in
wettability and URMS of control
SHS-DEG with increasing
droplet impinging times. (D),
Effect of relative humidity on
output voltage stability. Dark
blue and light blue area denotes
100% relative humidity and 60%
relative humidity, respectively.
The error bars correspond to the
standard deviation of the
measurements
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volume of 1 μL, and calculated URMS and IRMS of SHSDEG in the widened high frequency regime (Figure 3E,
F). Such a dependence of high impact frequency regime
on droplet volume is because of that contact time is
mainly fixed by the droplet size. The contact time reduces
as the impinging droplet volume decreases, and hence
enhanced high impact frequency. Moreover, in the
extended high impact frequency regime, SHS-DEG shows
comparable average electrical output with that using an
impinging droplet volume of 4 μL.

2.3 | Robustness of SHS-DEG
To demonstrate how the robustness of SHS-DEG is translated into superior output performance even at high
impact frequency, Figure 4A,B plots the variation of wetting as well as output voltage of SHS-DEG with the
increase in droplet impinging times. Even after consecutive 7  104 droplet impinging times on SHS-DEG, only a
slight decrease occurs in water static contact angle and
average electrical output (URMS) after the entire testing.
This is because the dense tapered posts on the superhydrophobic surface of SHS-DEG, as exemplified by its
SEM image (Figure 1C), impart exceptional liquid
impalement resistance to the high dynamic pressure
induced by consecutive droplets impinging at high velocity. For comparison, we fabricated a control SHS device,
and characterized its wetting and output performance
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stability at 165 Hz. The superhydrophobic surface of this
control was prepared by spraying a commercial hydrophobic solution. For control SHS device, both the water
static contact angle and average electrical output (URMS)
decrease gradually after continuous droplet impinging up
to around 7  104 times (Figure 4C). This is because the
loosely packed nanoparticles in the spray coating
(Figure S7) are easily crushed and taken away by the
high-speed impinging droplets during the entire testing,
leading to the rapid degradation of the wettability as well
as electrical output. We also measured the average output
power of SHS-DEG at 165 Hz under external load resistances ranging from 680 Ω to 200 MΩ (Figure S8). The
measured output URMS of SHS-DEG increases as the
load resistance increases. The average power at each
resistance is calculated using P = (URMS)2/R, and the
calculated maximum of average power is 8.72 μW at
550 kΩ. Moreover, the maximum spreading area of a
droplet impinging on SHS-DEG at 165 Hz is around
0.17 cm2 (Video S2). Thus, the maximum of average
power density, defined as the average power per contact
area, is 0.51 W/m2. To further quantify the performance
of SHS-DEG at high impact frequency, we calculated
the average conversion efficiency, defined as the
harvested electrical energy relative to the input kinetic
energy of total impinging droplets in one measurement
period. The average conversion efficiency of all droplets
released at 165 Hz in one measurement period, η, is calculated as

F I G U R E 5 Durability and
application of SHS-DEG at high
impact frequency (165 Hz).
(A), Variation in URMS for
150 days. (B), Harvesting energy
from different water sources: tap
water, rainwater, river water, sea
water and DI water. (C), Twentyfive commercial LEDs can be
powered constantly when one
droplet, released at 165 Hz, is in
contact with SHS-DEG, and inset
shows the diagram of the rectifying
circuit. (D), Plots of timedependent charged voltages across
a 3.3 μF capacitor in SHS-DEG and
DEG. Within a period of
55 seconds at 165 Hz, the SHSDEG can charge a 3.3 μF capacitor
to 7.32 V, which is larger than that
of DEG. The error bars correspond
to the standard deviation of the
measurements
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U2

RMS
E out
Ƞ¼
¼ RL2
E in fmv =2

ð3Þ

where the droplet mass, m, is 4 mg; f is the droplet
impact frequency; the impinging velocity, v, is 1.85 m/s;
and RL = 10.0 MΩ. All the measurement periods were set
as 10 seconds. The droplet impinging velocity was determined from the images of droplet impacting by
high-speed camera. For the SHS-DEG, the kinetic energy,
Ein, carried by all droplets released at 165 Hz in one measurement period, is roughly 1.13  102 J, and the generated electrical energy, Eout, is calculated as 214 μJ,
responding to a η of around 1.9% (Figure S9). To further
demonstrate the advantage of SHS-DEG operating in
harsh environment, we examined the output performance under high relative humidity (Figure 4D). When
exposed to a relative humidity of 100% for 30 minutes,
SHS-DEG could still generate steady output voltage,
which is comparable to that in a relative humidity of
60%. Taken together, these results suggest that SHS-DEG
at high impact frequencies shows power generation stability even in harsh environments such as increasing
droplet impinging times and very high relative humidity.

SHS-DEG capable of efficiently harvesting electrical
energy from high-frequency impinging water droplets.
Also, the ease of fabrication, robustness, long-term durability, and power generation stability in harsh environments of our SHS-DEG will offer broad applications in
solid-liquid energy harvesting area where effective average output performance at high impact frequencies is
preferred.

4 | EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
4.1 | Materials
Acetone (RCI Labscan, 99.5%), ethanol (Sigma Aldrich,
97%), FEP film (Dupont, Kowloon, Hong Kong, China),
PTFE precursor (Dupont AF 601S2, 6 wt%) and Neverwet
(RUST-OLEUM) were used without further purification.
The PTFE precursor is composed of PTFE dissolved in
4,5-difluoro-2,2-bis(trifluoromethyl)-1,3-dioxole (a lowboiling organic solvent), which does not contain any
extra additives.

4.2 | Fabrication of superhydrophobic
FEP film
2.4 | Durability and application of
SHS-DEG
Figure 5A shows the output performance of SHS-DEG at
high impact frequency for 150 days. Obviously, we did
not find evident degradation of URMS, demonstrating the
feasibility of SHS-DEG for energy-harvesting in practical
applications. Moreover, SHS-DEG could also be utilized
to harvest electrical energy from different water
resources, such as tap water, rainwater, sea water (0.6 M
sodium chloride solution), river water, and DI water
(Figure 5B). For driving light-emitting diodes (LEDs) at
high impact frequency of 165 Hz, the alternating current
from SHS-DEG is converted to pulses in the same directions by attaching a full-wave rectifying bridge. An array
of 25 commercial LEDs could be constantly lighted up
when an impinging droplet with 4 μL contacts the device
at 165 Hz (Figure 5C and Video S3). Within a period of
55 seconds at 165 Hz, the SHS-DEG can charge a 3.3 μF
capacitor to 7.32 V, which is much larger than that of
DEG (Figure 5D).

3 | C ON C L U S I ON
In summary, by fusion of the superhydrophobic surface
with the transistor-inspired architecture, we developed

The superhydrophobic surface was fabricated by RIE technique. First, FEP film, of size 30 mm  30 mm  0.025 mm,
was rinsed carefully with acetone, ethanol, and deionized
water, then dried with compressed nitrogen gas. Then, the
FEP film was place into Plasma-Therm 790 chamber for RIE
processing, with a radio-frequency power of 300 W. The gaseous etchants were sulfur hexafluoride and oxygen gases, and
their volumetric gas flow rates were maintained at 30 and
10 standard cubic centimeters per minute, respectively. The
whole etching process was conducted for 15 minutes under
low pressure (32 mTorr). After etching, the FEP was transformed into a superhydrophobic state and integrated to the
droplet electricity generator.

4.3 | Characterization and electrical
measurement
We utilized a syringe pump and a plastic tube to form
waterjet with the untreated tap water. The inner diameter of the nozzle connecting to the outlet of the plastic
tube was 1.65 mm. The impact frequency and dynamic
wetting behaviors of water droplets were recorded by a
high-speed camera (Photron FASTCAM SA4) at a rate of
6000 frame per second. The impinging frequency can be
adjusted by varying the flow rate of syringe pump. For
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calculating the volume of the impinging droplet whose
shape is largely deformed, both horizontal diameter (Dh)
and vertical diameter (Dv) of the water droplets were
measured just before impacting on the device using high
speed camera. The
droplet diameter was cal equivalent
1=3
. An ion injection method was
culated as D0 ¼ Dv D2h
used to pre-charge the SHS-DEG to enrich the surface
charges of dielectric layer. An oscilloscope (Rohde and
Schwarzrte, RTE1024) with a high-impedance (10 MΩ)
probe was used for measuring the voltage output of all
the devices. We measured the current using the oscilloscope coupled with a low-noise current preamplifier
(Stanford Research System Model SR570). All the experiments were conducted under ~60.0% relative humidity
and the 20.0 C environmental temperature, except for
the test of SHS-DEG in 100% relative humidity.
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